Most Common Words List 1

the  a  is  it  for
d of  to  you  he  on
and  in  that  was  are

It was for Bab.
He is a dad.
Is that you?
That was bad.

Most Common Words List 1

you  of  in  the  to
for  that  is  it  are
on  he  a  was  and

It is in the bag.
That was a fad.
Was it for you?
You and he gab.

Most Common Words List 1

he  are  to  the  a
is  on  for  in  you
and  of  was  it  that

Was that bag for Dad?
Are you in to the fad?
Dab that on it.
It was bad of you to gab.

Most Common Words List 1

that  of  and  was  is
for  he  are  you  in
on  to  a  it  the

It was a bad fad.
It was in the bag.
Dad was in that for you.
Was he on that?
Jed and Meg are mad at Dad.
They fed Mel ham with jam?
He is by the bed.
That bag is from Jed, and this one is from Mel.
They are at the dam.

Is this the word?
The ham is from Mel, and the jam is from Jed.
I have to be in the lab.
He fed his dad ham.
Dad is at the dam.
Most Common Words List 1

the was of and for
are in on is you
to a he that it

Are you in that?
That was Dad.
He and Bab gab on and on.
That was in the bag for you.

Most Common Words List 1

of is was a are
it in he on you
that the to for and

Dab that on.
You gab and gab.
The bag is for Dad.
Was that a fad?

Most Common Words List 1

he and you of it
is for that to the
are on in a was

Are you in on the fad?
A dab of that is for Dad.
You and Bab gab and gab.
Is it bad for you?

Most Common Words List 1

a of was on that
he it the are in
you for is to and

That bag was a fad.
He was in on the gag.
Is that the ad for the bag?
It is bad for Dad?
Most Common Words List 2

they     with     from     this     be
or      have     had      at      his
as     word      one      by      I

I had one leg on the dam.
They are mad at Mel.
Is that a dab of jam on the bed, or is it ham?
It had to be one word.
Are you as mad as Dad?

Most Common Words List 2

word     from     or      this     one
his     they     be      as      have
at      had      by      I     with

They have to be mad at you for that.
Meg and Jed have it.
Have jam with this ham.
I have this bag, and you have that bag.
Is it by the bed?

Most Common Words List 2

had     I     be     his     with
word    one     or      at      by
have    as     they     from     this

Meg had ham or ham?
They have one bag.
Dab his leg with this.
Is this as bad as that?
He is with his dad.

Most Common Words List 2

this     I     they     word     at
have    from     be     his     by
with    as      one     had     or

Mel is as bad as Jed at this.
Jam this ham in his bag.
Meg had to dab this on his leg.
Are you by the dam with Bab?
The bag is by Dad.
Most Common Words List 3

but all when said an
not were your there each
what we can use which

Which one is your dog?
They were all with Ned.
Rob said you can use his pen.
Ben and Dan were sad, but I was not.
When can we jog with mom?

Each hog is in a pen.
Len said a bad word!
What can Ann use to pen the dog?
We fed an egg to the dog.
Are all of the pens red?

Most Common Words List 3

there can were your each
an which what not use
said but when all we

What is that rag for?
Not all of the men were there.
We were in the fog by the bog.
Rod said his mom was sad but not mad.
When were you there?

Your dad fed each hen.
Your hen had an egg.
What is your job?
Are they there or not?
Ben and Rob are men, but Jen and Nel are not.
How will I get the bat out of the net?
Many of these are not out yet.
I will get out the other jug if I can.
Their rug can go about there.

They are out and about with their dog Max.
If the bat is out there, then I will run to the van.
They will have their sun hats with them.
How do I use this ax on the log?

She met many other vets there.
The wax will get hot in the sun.
How will they get out of there?
Their van is wet, so I will not get in it yet.

He will get his pet dog Rex, then they will go to the vet.
How do we get up to the top?
There is a tax on many of these hats.
They will go out and have fun in the sun if they can.

How will they get out of there?
Their van is wet, so I will not get in it yet.

How will I get the bat out of the net?
Many of these are not out yet.
I will get out the other jug if I can.
Their rug can go about there.
Most Common Words List 3

were there can but an
not which all your said
each what we use when

Which hog is in the pen?
You sob when you are sad.
Can we use all the rags for this job?
Jan said the men are at the bog with Ed.
He said his dogs were there, but they were not.

Most Common Words List 3

use were there all said
an what we your each
can which not when but

He was not by the bog but by the dam.
Can I have a word with you?
Jen, Dan, and Rob each have one dog.
Which pens can we use for that?
Which one is the red pen?

Most Common Words List 3

there were what which your
all when each not we
but use can an said

Are all the bags in use?
Jan is not a man; Len is a man.
Which of the hens is not in the pen?
Your dad said we can use the pan for that ham.
We can each have a map and a pen!

Most Common Words List 3

when an not use but
all we what were said
which your each there can

All the hens and eggs were there in the pen.
Your mom said we can jog a lap.
There was a mob by the bog, but Ed was not there.
When can I mop the den?
What is in your bag?
Ben met up with Sam out by the bus.
One web can have many other bugs in it.
We got to sit up in the box, so we were out of the sun.
So then I said that I can do it.
Their mom is about to let them go on the bus.
Rex ran up to one man and then he ran to the other one.
She met Sam’s dad when she was out and about.
I bet these hats will fit their sons, so I will get as many as I can for them.

Most Common Words List 4
about will if up many
out other their then she
these so them how do

How do you do?
These mats and rugs are not for them.
Their other dog is a pup.
I will do one then the other.

Most Common Words List 4
then them up if these
do other their she so
will about how many out

There is a big tax on these rugs!
Max, Jen, and many others are vets.
How will we get up there?
She will get them if she can.

Most Common Words List 4
them their then so how
up other she these many
about if out do do will

Their mom is about to let them go on the bus.
Rex ran up to one man and then he ran to the other one.
She met Sam’s dad when she was out and about.
I bet these hats will fit their sons, so I will get as many as I can for them.

Ben met up with Sam out by the bus.
One web can have many other bugs in it.
We got to sit up in the box, so we were out of the sun.
So then I said that I can do it.
Would you like to go into the hut? It has a lot of mud. She has time to see two more vans; then, she has to go. She looks like him. He is her dad. Would you like to write to your Mom?

Do you look like your mom? I do not. He will make time to write to his two kids, or he will go to see them. Tom said he would make some hot dogs for all of them. I would like more time to pet this cat, but I have to go.

Min said not to look into the sun; it is bad for you. He will write an ad on his van, so he can get some more jobs. Do not go to the top row. You will not see from up there. This jug is bad. Would you go and get two more?

Lin would like some more time with her two cats. We like Jim and will see him more if we can. Which jet will you write about, Ann? This set of two jugs is more than I can use. Would you like one?
I have a cab, so many people call my number.

I like crab more now than I did then.

Do you have the number for The Clam Stand? I am a big fan.

You can call a number other than the one from Dan.

A number of people could call about my ad.

Brad likes the water; he will make his way there now.

Min and Lin have been the first set of twins to win.

There is no way that Stan could run as fast as Jen can run.

Tran and Ed are the first people I call when I am sad.

They make me glad.

That log has been in the water for some time.

I am about to go now; I could call this number for a cab.

Who were the first people to get here?

Most Common Words List 6

number could than been am
no people first call its
way my water who now

Most Common Words List 6

could than number been who
no call first my its
am now way people water

Most Common Words List 6

water now number could been
am people my way its
who no than call first

Most Common Words List 6

my who first no now
could number way call been
people its water am than

Most Common Words List 6

She likes frost and sleds more than I do.

There are a number of kids who could plan our fun trip.

Who will call my mom and dad?

Ann looks more like her mom than her twin Fran!

I have a cab, so many people call my number.

I like crab more now than I did then.

Do you have the number for The Clam Stand? I am a big fan.

You can call a number other than the one from Dan.
I did not make it to the bus on time, so I will go in Jen’s van with her.
They would like to see her two more times.
Jin said that he would like to look at some of what you write.
The dent on this van is two times as bad as the dent on her van.

Min will go with her dad, and then she will write about him. Can you get him into the Fun Run? Jim will write an ad. Others will see it and get his hats.

Her cat likes us, but it will not let us pet it. I write for fun all the time. Many others write when they have to.
I would like these hens to make more eggs. I see two. That is all!
She would not have more time to wax her van.

Look at these two hats. They do not go with this belt. Would you like him to look into it? Some of them like to run for fun. Ben will not run at all. Do you have some time to write for us?

Most Common Words List 5

more  two  her  see  make
some  like  write  has  into
would  time  look  him  go

write  some  has  two  more
into  time  like  go  see
him  her  make  would  look

I did not make it to the bus on time, so I will go in Jen’s van with her.
They would like to see her two more times.
Jin said that he would like to look at some of what you write.
The dent on this van is two times as bad as the dent on her van.
Many people call Water Way for its Drip Trip.

There are no people in the water now; they will swim some other time.

Tran had no way to call for help when his cat cut its leg.

First, I will have a plum; then, I will have some clams but no squid.

If you are first, I will be number two. How about that?

Is it time to call the people about the props? They are for the set.

Fran could go on a trip to the water to swim and have fun.

I will skim this test first; then, I will do my best.

Glen could have been in the water, but we did not see him there.

Lin has been number one in her swim club for some time.

Make way for Ben on his sled! He is fast and could spin out.

Brit’s dog has a cut on its leg. Who can take it to the vet?

These scraps can go now; you could set them out for the hogs.

Tad and Brad have been all the way to Ohio for its Twins Drum and Strum Club.

Which number do I call for help?

I did look here and there, but I could not see my water jug.

If you are first, I will be number two. How about that?

Is it time to call the people about the props? They are for the set.

Fran could go on a trip to the water to swim and have fun.

I will skim this test first; then, I will do my best.

Many people call Water Way for its Drip Trip.

There are no people in the water now; they will swim some other time.

Tran had no way to call for help when his cat cut its leg.

First, I will have a plum; then, I will have some clams but no squid.
Did you find the new part for the van? What was that sound? Could it have been the bus? I may get a new ball and bat one day. For now, this one will do. If you do not come on the trip, I may not get over it.

Trang could not come over that day; she was ill. Bess will call a cab to take her down to the other part of town. I may come over one day in May. Can you find a day to come fix the trunk? I have a new part for it.

I did not get the part to fix the jet. It does not sound like it did. Tam made a new set of mugs. It did not take her long. Did you take my sun hat? It is not here. Many people went up the hill; only some have come down.

She will find a new pink dress for the ball. I like the sound of that song. Who will sing it for the class? It did not take long to get down the hill in my new truck. In only one day, Finn made a tall pot for his mom.
We live in a little place by a small spring. Most days, I just like to go to the back of our hut to smell the grass and see the water.

I like to go to a place with live jazz, but it takes me a little work to get there. There is just one bus stop by me, and it is a very long way.

Some crabs are very little, but others are big. One thing to know is that they can be fast. Stand back and give them some place to go.

We live in a little place by a small spring. Most days, I just like to go to the back of our hut to smell the grass and see the water.
Dad made only one crab; he did not see that I was here.

It may take all day long to write the class skit.

The bus made many stops down by the bank.

This is the only rug I could find; is it the one you like?

Can you find a pet for me? A new cat or dog will make me glad.

Bev will take over that part in the skit. Jess is ill.

Many people will come on the other day; you can come now.

This is the only long dress I have, but it is not new.

Find a day to come over; we will sit on mats in the sun.

You may find that word is new to many people.

It is a long way down the hill; I will take the van.

Which of these new hats did you get? I like the pink one.

Dad made only one crab; he did not see that I was here.

It may take all day long to write the class skit.

The bus made many stops down by the bank.

This is the only rug I could find; is it the one you like?
My mom has been the very best at her work for years! She has the most scrubs. She knows just how to prop up a leg to give a cast. Best of all, she knows how to make me get well.

I like to take trips to fun places. After class, Lin and I will grab our bags and be on our way. We will have to do a little work when we get there, but it is just to set up our tents.

After I give my cat a little ham and pat him on the back, I will go to work. I have had my cat for many years, and I know he likes me.

After work each day, I give my boss news about the one thing I am most glad about, and the one thing I have the most stress over. She knows how to fix things, so I trust her.

My mom has been the very best at her work for years! She has the most scrubs. She knows just how to prop up a leg to give a cast. Best of all, she knows how to make me get well.
I think I have put too much salt in these eggs. Now they will not be good. Next time, I will ask for help before I mess up my eggs. I want them to be great.

Some people say that my name is great, but I think it is much too long. It is like a sentence: Jim-Bob-Joe-Jon-Jed-Ned-Len. I can not fit it all on one line.

I had to stand in line at the shop. There was a man right in front me who said his name was Ed. I think I have met Ed before, but where?

Where is the man who was here before? I need his help to write a good sentence. I think he is a great helper.
When I fill out this form, I will get my trip pass. A trip pass means I can go around to any place I want as long as I show it to the right people. I will use the pass to see three new places.

The little boy was three years old. He came to the shop with his mom and dad for a gift. He got a small stuffed dog that looked the same as his live dog. He also got it a bed.

The word great can mean very good, but it also means big. Little means the same thing as small. I want to know as many words as I can, and I want to show others what they mean, too.

I know a small boy; he is only three years old. He likes following me around any time he sees me. I show him around my farm. I also tell him about my pigs.

When I fill out this form, I will get my trip pass. A trip pass means I can go around to any place I want as long as I show it to the right people. I will use the pass to see three new places.
If you think of a good name for my new fish, that would be great. I need all the help I can get. She likes to swim in a line; maybe Zipper would be the right name.

I wish I could make it through this long line before my bus is set to go. I will not stress too much. I think I will get there right on time.

Can you think of a great man for me to write about? I will write just one good sentence, and before long, I will have much to say. I could just use help thinking of a name.

Where can I find help? Each time I print my sentence, a line pops up right through it. I must fix this before I hand it in.
Min came over to show me the form she filled out. She and her mom want to have a small shop to sell three kinds of jam. They also want to sell rolls. First, the people at the mall have to look at Min’s form and tell her that they can have the shop.

T an is a boy in my class. He came here at the same time as three other new kids. I want to get to know T an. Maybe I will show him around our small school.

My dog is a good boy. He is great about following me around. He is old now, but I got him when he was a small pup. I want to show him how much he means to me.

A man came to my shop. Following him were three small ducks who looked very old. As the man walked around, the ducks did also.

Min came over to show me the form she filled out. She and her mom want to have a small shop to sell three kinds of jam. They also want to sell rolls. First, the people at the mall have to look at Min’s form and tell her that they can have the shop.

Tan is a boy in my class. He came here at the same time as three other new kids. I want to get to know Tan. Maybe I will show him around our small school.
I got a new set of golf clubs as a gift. I will put them here because they are such a great gift. I must use them well.

When I turned around, I was stunned to see my mom. Why was I stunned? Because she flies large planes, and she was going to be in another state. At the end of her shift, she rushed here to be with me.

Jill is a singer. She does a lot of small shows, but she has also done large shows. I am such a big fan. I would even like to help put up her set.

Can you help me think of another word for *big*? I do not know why, but I must not use *large* or *great*. I got it! I can put *vast* at the end of my sentence.
She raised her hand to ask our teacher for help. The teacher went to her desk to ask what she needed. Sue said, “I try to read this page, but I do not know this word.” The teacher said, “I will help. Let us try again!”

I just met two men who moved here from a different land. They left home to try to take pictures of the beach and sea.

I try to be kind and lend people a hand when they need it. I read that a kind act can help us all be glad and feel at home.

Chance went into a home to take pictures. The men who live there want to move, and they need pictures to sell the place. He will try to get different shots of the home and the land.

She raised her hand to ask our teacher for help. The teacher went to her desk to ask what she needed. Sue said, “I try to read this page, but I do not know this word.” The teacher said, “I will help. Let us try again!”
His day turned out well because he does nice things for people. When we help one another, we get a chance to see such big smiles.

As Dan walked to my home, he must have been lost, because he turned left and hit the end of the lane. He even went up the next drive and bumped into a big wall. I’m glad he got here!

Rose and Jake have a large well on their farm. I put a big jug on a rope and filled it with water. The well water does such good things for the crops here.

Why did I set my large glass of water down? It was here, and now it is gone. Another kid must have put it in the sink.
I asked, “How is land different from water?” My home sits on land, but water moves in the breeze. We need water to wash things like hands and dishes. I have read about boats that sail on water, but not land.

When the ship reached land, three men went right home. Other people on the ship needed to eat first. They wanted to try a different kind of fish.

I will ask Jen if she went to the show or if she was at home. If she went, she might still try to see it again with us and the men from her work.

I am glad I asked my dad to take this picture. My mom had moved her hands to her lap, and we had big smiles. He got the kind of picture of us that we will look at again and again.
Max needs to study each page of the script for his play. In Act 1, a witch casts a spell on him. He has to act like an animal before he finds the answer to the spell.

Did you answer the letter your mother sent when you were away? She found your old stuffed animals in Nan’s house.

We need to change the way we play if we want another point. We need to run faster when the ball is in the air. This page has our game plan. Following it to the letter is the answer to winning.

I found a trunk in my house. In the trunk was a letter my mother had to write in class as a kid. I wanted to study every page. It said she liked animals, and her best grade was in spelling.
I should learn to make my own food. I still pay high prices every night when I eat out. I could save some cash if I had food at home.

I own a club. I want to have the best club in the world, so every night, I think about how I should add more food to my menu. My club is near the lake. I could get fish, and the price would not be too high.

In class, we learned about every country in the world. The United States of America is below Canada on the map. I still have more to learn.

In French class, we learn about French food. France is a country near Spain where the people still eat a high number of plants.

I own a club. I want to have the best club in the world, so every night, I think about how I should add more food to my menu. My club is near the lake. I could get fish, and the price would not be too high.

I should learn to make my own food. I still pay high prices every night when I eat out. I could save some cash if I had food at home.
I need to go away to study for the spelling test. Last time, I missed a point when I could not spell the word *air*. This time, I will have the answer.

The date of the play-off game has been changed to June 10. My mother got a letter from Coach Cliff, and she found the new date on page 3.

“Go away!” Brad yelled. “I want the light off!” Brad was stomping around the house. “Why are you so mad?” My mother asked. “You need to change your tone if you want to play with the animals.”

At one point last night, all the lights went off. I hunted around the house and then found the answer. Animals got into the study to play with a lamp!
Every spring, he plants his own food. Between the grapes and peas, he adds seeds for green beans. Next year, he should try to plant yams.

Do you know what kinds of plants live in the United States of America? The country is very big, so different plants and trees live in every state. I should try to learn more about the ones near me.

Words like *between*, *below*, and *near* all help tell where things are. We should learn these words because we use them every day.

This is a good blog post. I still have two things to change. Can you add a comma between the words *world* and *America*? There should also be a space below the map of the country.

Every spring, he plants his own food. Between the grapes and peas, he adds seeds for green beans. Next year, he should try to plant yams.
When people see the earth from space, they can see the land and sea. When they get closer, they can start to see city lights, schools, and even trees.

Ellen likes to tell a story about a time when her father had a bug on his head. The bug fell from a tree and was about to start creeping down, when Ellen’s dad hid his face under his hat to keep the bug off his eye.

This is the story of Lilly Kent, the last spy for the city of Salt Lake. She had to hold her head still while her eye was scanned. This scan got her into the secret den under the high school. It also helped keep out other agents. As the last spy, it was her job to turn off the light, and never open the secret entry again.
I might come along while you watch the beginning of Mark’s play. I have a few jobs left to do at home, but if I work hard, I think I can make it.

While hiking along a hard trail, look left and right to spot your next step. Don’t run, or you might trip. Most of all, have fun!

I saw that the gate would open and close with every gust of wind. Something seemed off about it, so I left my bed to check it out. A few leaves were trapped along the latch. I don’t know why I thought it would be hard to fix.

A few more examples might help him understand this hard subject. The examples I used before seemed to help for a while. I think he is beginning to get it.
I have thought of different ways to keep my city clean. I will keep an eye out (or watch for) trash at my school. I will also plant a tree. I hope to make the earth a cleaner place.

Sometimes, I start to get mad about small things. My father calls that “having a hot head.” Last night, he thought a story would help me keep calm. He told me about the time he was under the biggest tree on earth! It was a great story!

Last night, I was at school for a basketball game. Under the lights of the gym, I was happy to see so many people from our city there to clap and yell for us. I had never seen to many fans with my own eyes.

It is the last day of school. I thought I would be happy, but I am sad too. I know I will keep up with my pals online. I will never stop smiling at the thought of each story we have made over the years.
“What next?” asked Rosa. “I saw a street sign. Turn left!” said Barb. “We will drive along for a while before we turn again.”

Rosa replied, “It seemed like there were a few roads we might pick.”

Open your letter by beginning with a greeting. Next, write the body, or main part, of the letter. Close with something that says, “Thank you for your time.” I saw an example letter that might help.

I am beginning a new shift at work this week. In the past, I would open the store along with a few people on my team. Now I will close the store after others have left. It might be a hard change, but something tells me it will be good.

Let me give you an example of something to look for in your homework. I saw that many of you left your name off the beginning of the page. Don’t forget to check your name while you look over your work.
At school today, the children learned that a group of animals is often called by a different name. For example, those cows are called a herd when they are together. The kids got to pick an animal group to write a paper about.

A paper clip will hold both those papers together until you can get a stapler. I just got a box of paper clips! You are always free to use my supplies. I buy them for the group to share.

It would not be fair to say I always run on the weekend, but I often run on the weekend. When life has me feeling stressed, I lace up both my sneakers, put my worries aside, and get on my feet.

The children did an important group paper together. Ammar always feared those kind of projects until he got to work with both his favorite classmates.
Once a year, the governor gives a speech called the “State of the State” address. In the speech, he or she will tell the people how their state has changed over the year and how it will grow in the next year. In my state, we will pave miles of new roads and help the fish by cleaning up four of our rivers.

Early explorers helped the country grow by settling the American west. Once they decided to move, they began the trip by packing their wagons. They took only what the wagons could carry. They would walk for miles every day, sometimes even crossing a river, trying to reach a new state.

I have a book with four fairy tales that all began with, “Once upon a time.” These stories often include adventures at night, sea monsters, and a hero who uses struggles to grow to be a better person.

Phil took his new white car on a road trip. He wanted to make it a few hundred miles a day, but he didn’t want to drive at night. He had a great trip. He hopes to visit each state in the country at least once.
I often hear the sound of children’s feet running near the east side of my house. The sound of those kids will always be a part of my life until I decide to move, since I live next to a school.

I always approach big life problems by making lists with the important things first. I think of the good and bad side to both thoughts. My lists often run to the other side of my paper.

We got the children together last year to raise cash for an important charity. We did a fun run on the west side of the park. We got on our feet to help others. It was a great life lesson.

Those roses didn’t start to thrive until I made the important call to move them to the other side of the house. That spot is a few feet bigger, and they always get plenty of sunlight. I often stop to smell them now.
I have a big, white history book to carry for my night class. In the book, I learned that my state borders are formed by landmarks like the Snake River.

As the white waves began to carry the ship out to sea, Wren decided to walk back to her car. She was sad to watch her mom go, but she remembered she would see her again in four short months.

I took a book with me on our river boat cruise. I had to carry it with me once we were on board. We wanted to walk the deck later that night, so I left my book on my bed.
I really miss my sister. She moved far away to go to school. I like to hear about all she is learning. It is almost summer, so I will see her face in person soon enough.

The idea behind the game *Corn Hole* is really simple. One player pitches small bags of dried corn or beans onto a raised platform with a hole in it. If the bag goes in the hole, or almost in the hole, a point is scored. After tossing four bags, the first player will stop and let the second player go. Many even enjoy watching without playing.
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- second
- later
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- watch
- far
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That’s far enough,” the photographer said. “Just stop there for a second, and turn to face me. The pose is almost perfect now. Without moving your body, just watch my camera and smile. Well done!”

Chris had a really good idea for a new kind of food to eat. He has been in the kitchen for almost the whole day. He says he will let us all try it later. I can’t wait to taste it, or at least hear the idea!
I have a young kid at home named Dawn. She likes being a silly girl, wiggling her body, singing songs, and talking with her family. It’s a joy to be with her.

It’s fun to learn about different animals. I just read a list of 10 facts about starfish. Did you know that if a starfish gets a cut on its body, it can heal itself? It can sometimes even grow new limbs! I hope to get to talk soon to someone else who loves starfish.

When she was young, my mother would leave her family to spend her summers hiking, camping, and swimming in the mountains at a camp for girls. Sometimes she will still talk about all the things she did there.

Brooke just made the hard choice to leave her home and family to start a new job at the foot of huge mountains. It’s so brave to rise above the fear of being alone to try something new. She wasn’t alone long. Everyone loves her at her new job. Plus, she will talk to her family soon.
I am really happy. Later today, I will stop at the animal shelter to get a second dog. The people there will give me an idea of how much he needs to eat. I want to hear their advice so I can be sure he gets enough water too.
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I have been training to run a big race. I will have to run really far without help from anyone. As part of my training, I have been eating good foods, and using a watch to check my time down to the second. On race day, I hope all my work is enough.
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almost second eat miss enough
face watch stop really idea
let hear far later without

Can you please stop yelling? I am trying to watch a show, and I can’t hear what they are saying. I can watch it again later, but I don’t want to miss a single second.
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The part of a watch that you look at is called its face. The big hand tells minutes, and some even have a way to tell seconds. Mine has a stop watch which lets me time things and a buzzer so I can hear when my timer goes off.
As I was camping in the mountains this weekend, I heard the song of nearby birds. I looked up and saw a family of young birds in a tree above my tent. It’s such a nice song that I don’t want to leave this spot.

Joy tried out for her school dance team. It’s a lot of work for her body, but being a dancer is her dream. The coach just posted the list of all the girls who made the team. Soon, she will get to tell her family the good news.

Paul wrote a song about a girl. He is recording it now. He talked to me about how, when they edit the recording, it is sometimes called a “cut.” It’s a great song, so he hopes it will rank above other songs on the Top 40 Songs List.

I love being in the mountains. Sometimes it feels like being above the world—like I could leave the world behind. It’s the best feeling. I hope to get back there soon.

Joy tried out for her school dance team. It’s a lot of work for her body, but being a dancer is her dream. The coach just posted the list of all the girls who made the team. Soon, she will get to tell her family the good news.

As I was camping in the mountains this weekend, I heard the song of nearby birds. I looked up and saw a family of young birds in a tree above my tent. It’s such a nice song that I don’t want to leave this spot.